Influence of food restriction on mammalian immunity
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Summary
There is often an imbalance between the intake of n-6 and n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids in patients with inflammatory and autoimmune diseases. Oxidative damage and the production of reactive oxygen species by various immune cells follow during the ageing process. Caloric restriction induces a transcriptional response of the genes known to inhibit oxidative stress, tumourigenesis, splicing mRNA and inflammation. On the other hand, calorie malnutrition causes the depression of many immune functions. The accessibility of nutritional factors seems to be an important cause of circannual rhythms. Lowered food intake as an adverse effect of chemotherapy may be why the immune system is altered. Nutrients influence several diseases including diabetes, obesity, inflammatory immune dysfunctions, and neuropathies as well as behavioural characteristics and life span.
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WHY FOOD IS INFLUENTIAL IN THE AGEING PROCESS

The earliest evidence that food restrictions slow the ageing process and extend median and maximum lifespan in rodents was presented in the 1930s by McCay and co-workers (McCay et al. 1935). Food deprivation enhances learning and motivation (Forestell et al. 2001). It seems to be a consequence of the upregulation of peripheral stress responsive genes in the mammalian brain mediated by corticosterone (Guarnieri et al. 2012). Food restriction also affects behavioural priorities including decreases in sexual motivation (Klingerman et al. 2011).

The physiological effects of restricted food intake can be connected with the uptake of fatty acids. The ability of certain fatty acids to influence the immune system has been recognized for nearly 40 years, and most of the research has focused on two major families of polyunsaturated fatty acids, the n-6 (popularly referred to as omega-6 fatty acids) and the n-3 (omega-3). Much important information on the mechanisms of the effects of fatty acids has been generated in experiments on laboratory animals and in vitro assays (Fritsche 2007).

The imbalance between n-6 and n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids intake has been frequently observed in patients with inflammatory and autoimmune diseases (Lands 2005). Mammals cannot synthesize fatty acids with a double bond past the ∆9 position (Innis 2000). Dietary n-3 fatty acids alone increase insulin sensitivity; combining n-3 fatty acids and caloric restriction should have a synergistic effect during ageing: it decreases inflammatory mediators, insulin and glucose and increases adiponectin in food restricted ageing mice (Fernandes 2008, for review).

The precise mechanism of the influence of food on lifespan is not yet known. Several theories have been
proposed, and among them, two (Masoro 2006) are supported by recent experimental data: (i) oxidative damage, and (ii) attenuation of insulin-like signalling. Oxidative damage and ROS production by various immune cells follow during ageing in many target tissues and are now linked to functional loss in metabolic energetics (Nunn et al. 2009). Long-term food-restriction decreases the rate of mitochondrial $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ production and mtDNA oxidative damage in various tissues (Vendelbo and Nair 2011).

Weindruch and co-workers (Kayo et al. 2001, Weindruch et al. 2001) have also made several key observations concerning the influence of ageing and caloric restriction on the transcriptional profile. Nutrients can affect gene expression at the cellular level: (i) as ligands for transcription factor receptors; (ii) by causing changes in the concentrations of substrates or intermediates involved in gene regulation or cell signalling and (iii) by altering signal transduction pathways and signalling (Kaput and Rodriguez 2004, Raqib and Cravioto 2009).

The upregulation of antioxidant enzymes by n-3 fatty acids and food deprivation is linked to the regulation of genes encoding ROS scavenging proteins (Sreekumar et al. 2002). Caloric restriction induces a transcriptional response of genes known to inhibit oxidative stress, tumorigenesis, splicing mRNA and inflammation but it does not induce a genome-wide reversal of age-associated gene expression patterns (Swindell 2009).

### NUTRITIONAL IMMUNOLOGY

The earliest evidence implicating the role of nutrition in the immune function came from J. F. Mendel in 1810 who described thymic atrophy in malnourished people in England. The discovery of vitamins in the early 1900s was followed by reports on their contribution to immunity and other host defences (Beisel 1992). It is clear that protein-calorie malnutrition causes the depression of many immune functions (see Suskind 1977).

Basic research in animals has identified many general immune mechanisms through which the immune system is influenced by nutrition: some nutrients, e.g., vitamins E, A, and D, directly regulate signalling pathways, while some dietary factors have a regulatory influence on hormones that, in turn, modulate the immune system (see Raqib and Cravioto 2009). The constituents of food interact with genes and their products to alter phenotype; gene-nutrient interactions are studied by nutrigenomics (Kaput et al. 2005).

The constituents of food represent important environmental factors. Accessibility of nutrients can, therefore, depend on other parts of the temporally dynamic environment, for example, seasons. Circannual rhythms have been described (cf. Berger 2008) in many characteristics of human subjects and various animal species. When experimental animals are isolated in a laboratory vivarium with an artificial constant light regime and pathogen barrier, their seasonal changes are in the same way as for non isolated, conventional animals (Berger 1981a, 1983); it is changes in the stocked diet which seem to be the synchronizer of some circannual rhythms. Physiological trade-offs between the reproductive and immune system mediate part of the seasonal changes (Martin et al. 2008b).

The susceptibility of elderly people to infectious diseases is well known. The cellular immune system is altered but innate immunity is enhanced. The important events of immune ageing are modifications of lymphocyte subsets with an accumulation of memory cells, a decrease in the proliferative response, and a chronic inflammatory state. (Cretel et al. 2010). Age-associated changes to immunity may also contribute to the age-associated increasing incidence of most cancers, because many cancers are immunogenic (Pavelec et al. 2010). Presumably, premature immunosenescence may lead to inadequate immune reactions which are observed, for example in the familiar form of Alzheimer’s disease (Richartz-Salzburger et al. 2010).

Nutrition is an important factor in livestock breeding and not only as a source of structural body components. Infectious diseases reduce productivity and diminish animal welfare; appropriate nutrition may help in minimizing the incidence of diseases by enhancing immunity (see Klasing 2007).

### CALORIC RESTRICTION EFFECTS IN MAMMALIAN BIOMODELS

Earlier studies undertaken in caloric restriction in mice in order to ascertain changes in immune functions were carried out by Fernandes et al and Walford et al (Fernandes 2008, for review). They reported marked changes in IL-2 production, Th1/Th2 subsets, changes in insulin receptors and an increased long-chain FA, increased levels of free-radical scavenging antioxidant enzymes and down regulate expression of several genes linked to inflammation by using oligonucleotide microarrays.

Food restriction increases antibody response in Siberian hamsters but not bacterial killing ability.
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(Zysling et al. 2009). It induces a lower number of antigen-induced memory T cells with age, maintaining higher levels of IL-2 with age (Fernandes et al. 1997).

Food restriction has no significant effect on the phytohaemagglutinin response, immunoglobulin G and M concentrations and white blood cell counts, while it decreases corticosterone levels in Mongolian gerbils (Xu et al. 2011). The proliferative response to phytohemagglutinin and concavalin A is higher, while cytosolic superoxide dismutase activity is lower in the spleen cells of food-restricted rats (Byun et al. 1995). A drop in B-cells but no changes in the mitogen response of these cells has been documented, and an increase in natural cell activity and O$_2^-$ production by macrophages by mice. (Nakamura et al. 1990).

Food restriction can increase mitogen induced T cell proliferation and retard its age related decrement (Utsuyama et al. 1996).

Thymic involution was observed in rats fed with both a restricted quantity and a protein-free diet (Konno et al. 1993). Two weeks of food restriction reduces total splenocytes, total splenic B lymphocytes and splenic B lymphocytes producing IgG, but does not affect IgG1 and IgG2 in deer mice (Martin et al. 2008a). Mouse spleen cells from food restricted mice produce higher levels of IL-2 and lesser prostaglandin E2 (Venkatraman and Fernandes 1992). An increase of Thy-1$^+$ spleen cells with a proportional decrease in Ig$^+$ cells, and increased percentages of CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ cells with food restriction were shown in mice (Boissonneault and Harrison 1994).

In contrast, food restriction had little influence on both CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ T cells and B cells in rats except for a reduction of granulocyte numbers (Stefanski 2001). In other studies, energy restricted diets increased the concentration of CD4$^+$, CD8$^+$, CD45RA and immunoglobulin A-, M-, G- cells in spleen and colon, respectively (Nayak et al. 2009).

Food restriction can enhance drug intake (Carroll et al. 1979). A lowered food intake as an adverse effect of chemotherapy may be the reason why the immune system is altered (Berger 1981b, Berger et al. 2005).

EFFECTS OF NUTRIENTS ON IMMUNITY

There are a number of food allergies – adverse immune responses to a food (Pinheiro and Prates 2011). Gluten intolerance, known as celiac disease, with autoimmune pathologies, is accompanied by neurodegenerative changes (Hernandez-Lahoz et al. 2011). On the other hand, dietary restriction may be beneficial not only in ageing, but also in diabetes and obesity while improper diets can negatively impact both physical and psychological activity and potentially some aspects of immunity (Jolly 2007).

n-3 fatty acids have been known to be essential to normal growth and health since the 1930s (Molendini-Coste et al. 2011, Ramakrishnan 2011). They decrease cytokines IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, TNFa, GM-CSF, NFxB, prostaglandin E2 TLR4, cyclooxygenase-2, PGE$_2$, LTB$_4$, VCAM-1 and VEGFR2 (Fernandes 2008, Ibrahim et al. 2011).

Combinatorial therapy using an antioxidant diet and immunotherapy can be a powerful strategy for improving brain function in neuropathies through the enhancement of multiple molecular pathways (Corman and Head 2008). S-adenosyl methionine dietary supplementation reduces the number of extracellular amyloid-β deposits, phosphorylated tau protein and caspase cleaved tau, and may therefore modulate the time course of Alzheimer’s disease (Lee et al. 2012).

Inflammation, which coexists with immune dysfunction, may decrease life span (Finch and Crimmins 2004). An increased dietary intake of vegetable-derived bioactive compounds may retard age-related immune dysfunctions and prolong life span (Galassetti and Pontello 2006, Delgado et al. 2012).

Food and its composition represent very important environmental influences on both animal and human health. These factors can change the progression of diseases as well as longevity through gene regulations.
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